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Defeating Short-Termism: Why Pension Funds Must Lead
ED WAITZER
The recent financial crisis reminds us of the interconnectedness of the
world we now live in. This has important implications for pension trustees
and managers. Stretching out their investment horizons is one of them.
Active Shareowner Stewardship: A New Paradigm for Capitalism
STEPHEN DAVIS, JON LUKOMNIK, and DAVID PITT-WATSON
The global financial system needs motivated, vigilant, knowledgeable
participants. Pension funds are ideally positioned to play this role. However,
active shareowner stewardship does not just happen. It requires a conscious
decision that too few funds have taken thus far.
Why are Firms in the United States Abandoning Defined Benefit Plans?
JOSHUA RAUH and IRINA STEFANESCU
Many publicly-listed corporations in the United States have reduced or
terminated the availability of defined benefit plans to their employees.
Research conducted by the authors suggests that these decisions are in
part motivated by the financial health of the sponsor. The resulting cost
reductions manifest themselves mainly as the disappearance of pension
accruals related to future salary increases for current workers.
Australia’s ‘Choice of Fund’ Legislation: Success or Failure?
JOSHUA FEAR and GERALDINE PACE
Australia introduced its ‘Choice of Fund’ policy four years ago. Its intent
was to lower costs and increase the net performance of retirement savings.
Research conducted by the authors suggests that the policy is not having its
intended effect, as Australians are “choosing not to choose”. They would
be better served by pension designs with well thought out defaults.
Improving Pension Management and Delivery:
An (Im)Modest and Likely (Un)Popular Proposal
RON BIRD and JACK GRAY
Retirement savers are not well-served by the current financial system.
Retirement structures focus too much on unproductive competition
and too little on productive co-operation. Producing better outcomes
will require larger, more cost-effective pension institutions that focus
on long-horizon investing and meeting the real needs of their customers.
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A Pension for All: Pension Reform in the United Kingdom
TIM JONES
The United Kingdom is in the midst of a major pension reform effort.
The State Pension is to become fairer and more generous. On the private
side, millions of workers are to participate in a new supplementary pension
arrangement to be managed by a new arms-length pension agency.
Modernizing Private Pensions: Canada Responds to a Global Challenge
WILLIAM B. P. ROBSON
Canada is working toward reforming the private component of its pension
system. It remains to be seen whether this will lead to half-hearted attempts
to improve traditional defined benefit and capital accumulation plans, or
whether a more fundamental approach to solving the root causes of
current problems will be taken.
Pension Reform in the United States: Guaranteed Pension
Accounts are Key
TERESA GHILARDUCCI
The current defined contribution-oriented supplementary pension system
in the United States is not delivering the goods. It is leading to too much
asset volatility, and too little and uncertain post-work income replacement.
Guaranteed Savings Accounts administered by the Social Security
Administration offer a superior alternative.
Moving Beyond the ‘DB vs. DC’ Debate: The Appeal of Hybrid
Pension Plans
HANS BLOMMESTEIN, PASCAL JANSSEN, NIELS KORTLEVE,
and JUAN YERMO
Sustainable pension plans must achieve a proper balance between
uncertainties in contribution rates and post-work income replacement
rates. The authors provide evidence that suggests hybrid plans with
both defined contribution and defined benefit elements offer the
best balance between these two types of uncertainties.
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Let’s be frank. Looking back, the global pension community has not been a world
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beater on either the innovation or leadership fronts. For example, as major owners
of publicly-traded equities, pension funds have not been as active as they could and
should have been in the past. In the recent financial crisis, where were pension fund
leaders as many major financial institutions they had invested in lost their fiduciary
bearings and then their investors’ capital? In pension management and delivery, why
are so many institutional pension structures still not delivering measurable value for
money? In pension design, why has the unproductive defined benefit versus defined
contribution debate lingered for so long? Rather than defending old faulty designs,
why haven’t pension industry leaders been searching hard for designs better suited to
delivering twenty-first century post-work living standards that are adequate, universal,
and sustainable?

This issue of the Rotman International Journal of Pension Management offers advice on
how the pension industry can become more innovative, and hence more effective and
efficient. Ed Waitzer points out that pension funds are both suited, and have a fiduciary
obligation, to be long-horizon investors. Stephen Davis, Jon Lukomnik, and David
Pitt-Watson carry this logic further by arguing that pension fiduciaries must accept
responsibility for their actions as shareowners. This stewardship requirement should
in turn be buttressed by proactive pension supervision and legislation. In the sphere
of pension management and delivery, Joshua Rauh and Irina Stefanescu document the
continued retreat of corporations as sponsors of traditional defined benefit plans. At
the same time, Joshua Fear and Geraldine Pace document the failure of unfettered
choice to produce better results for consumers of defined contribution pension services.

So can we build better mouse traps in pension management, delivery, and design?
Yes we can! Ron Bird and Jack Gray offer an institutional structure proposal that they
suspect might be unpopular in some quarters, but which would provide a significant
boost to the cost-effectiveness of pension management and delivery. Tim Jones brings
us up to date on bold initiatives to enhance pension coverage and delivery efficiency
in the United Kingdom. Bill Robson assesses the prospects for similar initiatives in
Canada. Teresa Ghilarducci argues that the United States should not rely on its current
defined contribution-oriented system, but should embrace a more collective system
backed by a government guarantee. Finally, Hans Blommestein, Pascal Janssen, Niels
Kortleve, and Juan Yermo demonstrate analytically that pension designs that blend
defined benefit and defined contribution elements are most likely to meet joint tests
of pension adequacy and sustainability.

We close by stating the obvious. This issue of the Journal sets out some of the necessary
conditions for creating better pension systems. But on their own, they will not suffice.
Effecting real change will require strong leadership too.
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